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It began more than 75 years ago, when Charles and Lucy Kilbourne decided to
trade in their album of United States stamps to acquire some Confederate
States items. Over the next 50 years, the two shared their collecting experience
as husband and wife, and they were joined by their son, Lincoln, who continued
to build the collection after his parents passed. Now, nearly 20 years after the
Kilbourne collection of Confederate Postmasters’ Provisionals smashed all
records, the other parts of the collection will be offered in two sales held by
Siegel Auction Galleries — the first in June, and the second later in the year.
These sales will bring to market some of the greatest items of Confederate
States and Civil War philately. This brochure presents an array of highlights,
which are sure to whet the appetites of even the most advanced collectors.

Charles and Lucy Kilbourne (at left) receive the Grand Award National Class at the 1966 SIPEX
international exhibition in Washington, D.C.—the jury chariman, John R. Boker, Jr., is standing
second from right (inset is the SIPEX Gold medal). At right is the award won by the Kilbournes
at Philympia 1970 in London.
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PATRIOTIC
COVERS

Envelopes imprinted with secessionist and pro-Confederate symbols and slogans
were a special collecting subject for the Kilbournes, who greatly appreciated the role
these historical artifacts played in galvanizing the public into supporting the war.
There are nearly 400 patriotic covers in the collection, including all but a few of the
designs listed in the C.S.A. Catalog, with a wide variety of frankings and usage.





PATRIOTIC
COVERS





LITHOGRAPH
ISSUES

The first Confederate General Issues of 1861 and 1862 were printed by the firms of
Hoyer & Ludwig and J. T. Paterson from lithographic stones. This printing method
and the intense production demand resulted in a wide range of philatelic varieties.
The Kilbourne collection contains important multiples and an extraordinary group
of covers with the 2¢, 5¢ and 10¢ Lithographs in all colors.





10¢ ROSE
LITHOGRAPH

One of the General Issues that especially interested the Kilbournes is the 10¢
Lithograph printed by Hoyer & Ludwig in shades of Rose and Carmine, a short-lived
change of the 10¢ color introduced in March 1862. The collection features a large
number of outstanding examples, including the largest recorded block, stamps of
extraordinary quality, and covers that demonstrate how the issue was used.





FRAMELINE
AND ‘T-E-N’

The first engraved Confederate stamps were printed by Archer & Daly in 1863. Both
the 10¢ Frameline and 10¢ “TEN’ were printed from copper plates. The distinctive
“TEN” design had the value spelled out without any numerals, and the 100 entries on
the plate were poorly aligned. The Frameline plate, using a new engraving with the
value expressed in numerals, had dividing lines that were designed to improve the
alignment of the 100 entries during the transfer process. Stamps from both plates
were issued concurrently, beginning in April 1863.





POSTAL
HISTORY

The Confederate government struggled to maintain and supply its postal system. The
Kilbourne collection contains covers representing virtually every aspect of the mails,
including flag-of-truce exchanges, blockade-run and Trans-Mississippi mail, and
unique combinations and multiples of stamps.





Catalogues, internet bidding, resources, archives and the Siegel Encyclopedia at
siegelauctions.com
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The Kilbourne auctions will return to the market hundreds of outstanding
items collected over two generations. For collectors of Confederate States and
Civil War stamps and covers, this trove of material—some of which was
acquired more than 70 years ago—presents an opportunity to advance to a
level of completion and achievement that has not been possible while the
Kilbourne collection remained off the market.




